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( IITTINC. FRO/EN GROUND KITH l>IS( SAWS
In
Makulm Moll.ti

INTRODUCTION
In iciCMi >i'jts largo Junu-ict drag-hil disc w*s luve been devt'luped in the IS, lur
LIIMIML'

lOikiete. jsplult. iro/en soils, jnd the weaker niiks

I lie> luve tonnd application

in [irecise cutling i>l iitilil> ireiiclies in pavements and in se.isonjlh Iro/en ground, and in
SJUIMI'

ol expansion joints in concrete daln. So tai iliev have not won general acceptance,

largel) hecjiise nl rapid wo.n on the cutting teeth in the harder and inore ahiasive nuteriaK.
In the Soviet I nion a nmnhci ol di\c saw attachments have been deveh |K'd loi heavv
Iracloiv, and it appeals that i ntting ol tio/en nomul has been a pinnarv motivation
Mashokov el J! (l''~.')and Vedencvel al (I'H.?)describe some ol the moie recent developments lor Iro/en ground. One model consisted ol a 2.2-in-diaiiietei saw mounted on .111
I K

's-4 ditch digger 11 had a depth capahihu ol OH in (judged to he loo little) and .1

working late ol I !M (,> Hl.^ m In (0.7 to 4.K It mm) in Iro/en soil. A htggi'i t\ (K* ol
machine was developed b> attaching .<iiiiliaiii saws to I TR 141 and I IK-I()I ditchers in
place of ihe usual hiukel wheels, two tvpes ol mining machine leelli were tifd at dilleient
spaiings. jnd 1 he better airangement ol the 1*0 gave working rates ol ^4 to .?<><> in hi ( ' lo
14.5 It iiiini 111 Iro/en soil with .1 depth ol I ' in (4 < It) and a slot width ol O.lh m (h. <
in ). lineai tool speed was H.8 in sec (I 7.^ It nun), which is high In comparison with
tvpiial drag hit machines
hind a 111«) Inu toi

A double disc saw was mounted on an I ll'-15A excavatoi be-

its dists were 2.J m in diameter and cut two parallel slots, each

0 I m (4 in.) wide and I in M. I 11 (deep, at a speed ol dO 111 hi ( ? J It mm).
I'obe/haev (l,'74) gave some mechanical details ol a disc saw mounted on a MOO tractor
loi work in tro/en ground. Maximum cutting depth was 1.2 in I < '> It) and cutting width
was I) 14 m (5.^ in.|. Ihe machine was appaientl> capable ol advancing at 40 in hr (U II
nun), and cutting cost was estimated as 0.6 ruble/in .
Volkova (ll'74) described a cablc-la>ei disc saw consisting ol a separate unit towed on
rubber tires behind a crawler traitor
width ol 0 JS to 0,26 m (10 in.)

Cutting depth was given as I ..* m (4 J II). wiih a cm

Cutting rate in Iro/en soil was IK0 in hr (l).H rt/|t..n).

The Hitting wheel appeared (Irom a photograph) to have relatively lew cutters (about .0),
but each cutter appeared to be a massive chisel.
II tro/en ground can be cut rapidly and economically by large saws, many engineenm;
tasks will be greatly simphlied

I 11st ol all, there are direct rivpmemenls tor slots or nairow

trenches, e.g. in the laying ol cables or small-diameter pipes. Deep, nairow slots can also he
used for ernplacing linear charges ol bulk explosive in granulated, pulled or slurned loim.

(i ni.u; iRo/.rs cmn w him DISC SA WS
and ilic> can bo used It» conirol exp!(»ivr cxcavalnni. cp. in avDu'ing lalcial oveihrcak
dunti^ ucncli blasting

I m fsencral-purpose excavaluw, spccilK' cn.'rpy consumption can

be iruninu/ed b\ culimj; paiallel slots and hieakin^: out the intervening nbs ot uncut
maiciul VMIII blades, uppers, buckets, or explosive. In the Soviel Union, lienches are
soruelimes excavated in Iro/en ground b> sawing parallel slots with eithei disi 01 chain
s.iMsaiul then breaking the kert with explosives (K«i/iikov Il'7.t|.
lire obied ft tin- ( KKI I test program was to evaluate t S. cmiiinerual disc saws, to
cotitidei explorators developmenl tor belter peilormance. and to investigate operating
provedurcs lot ust- ol disi saws in general-purpose excavation ot Iro/cn ground.

TtST MACHINES
At the tin" the test program was initialed there appeared to be onl\ twn manulactuieis
ol large disc saws in the I S., both making laiih small niachiiies adapted Irom conventional
biMiinand-chain trenchers. Hie heaviest model ottered In cash inanulacturei was selected
tor lesttng. The heaviei ol the two niachiiies, the Verrneei I -t>ü(). niounteO a 7ltdiam
wheel on a crawler carriage, the whole ng weighing about 17.000 lb (I ig 11. I he othei
inactiine. the Ditch Mitch I S.U) I ailh Saw (I ig. 2). canted a wheel ol approxirnateh 7 It
dumetet on a small tubbei-tired K(>0 ol Rt»*« tiactor. the wheel attachment weighing about
TMMI lb One machine ol each t>|H' was hoed Irom an authoii/ed dealer alter pnor discussion with the manutavlurer. and a ipialilled oix'rator was hired with each machine
Hie Vemieei operated in the lirst test season (|472|Nvasa used l-<>00A machine thai
was in vets good condition. The operator/mechanic was experienced and highls compeient.
and he was accompanied In an e\|H'ncnccd technical representative Irom the dealership. In
the second lest season (I''7.*) the Veimecr machine was an almost nev I-dOOH
opeiated In a senior representative ol the dealership

It »as

Although the Vermeer T-<>(K) is olleied

with a "Irosi culler" wheel, this version was not scriousl) considered as a contender lot
excavalio,i ut deeply tio/en gtound. and both Vermeer lest machines were equipped with
t lie ■"rm.k cutler" wheel. I he specitications ol the tested machines are given in Table I
I lie lliKh Witeh. which was used onl\ in the |*J72 season, was a brand new machine
consisting II| the I S.^O I arth Saw mounted on the KdO tiaetot (the lU^ is a shghlls moie
powerful optional earner)

It was driven bs a new dealer who was Inghh experienced as a

hitJi Wiuli mcchaiik. but who had not previously opeiated large disc saws. Specitications
lor the machine are given in I able II.
Both the Vermeer and the Ditch Witch were fitted with the standard bullcl-lypc ruck bits*
.n the \,n2 tests (I ig t.4. *>>, and every cflorl was nude to clean and grease the hit blockst
so as to perinit easy rotation of the bits, which are claimed to be seltsliarpening

The Ditch

Wikh had bits made by a major U.S. manufacturer, while the Verrneei had similar but more
competitively priced bits made by a tmaller company. In view of the poor durability shown
by ihcv bits, a completely new cutter system was developed for the 1^73 tests, as described
in a subsequent section of this report
Neither machine was Titled with gauge shoes to control cutting depth and minimi/e vibration.

* HrpltctlMt rncli<uriin| limli lha< work by thtaring i.r rhlitlin| «r» «vioutly referred to n "Mt*."
"pick»." "leeth," or "cutter»."
t The holder» for rrplaieihle leeth on mining machine» ire known «triuMlir in the mdutlry ■» "uKketi,"
"pocket»." "bo»e«," •'hotte»." or "block*."
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labli- I. S|K'cificalu>ns nf Vermeer 1-600 Ruck (utter
Model
I M») \ M..t k i ullrr

MIJII^I-S

tor I hOOH \hii»li in part ninrMml

Manufacturer
Vt ■ Tu*rr Mjf)uf ji tnrinf ( oinpaiM . IVMa. I<»v\ .1 ^n; I w

Supplier
\ ciiiu-iT SjU's nid Sr^uf, Im . I tstlt-tun. Nr» >iirk

IJOU

(ieneral dimensions
\4iirkintE lt'n)£th
U iirkiii|E hcifthi
Wp.llti
Uriithl (apprnA I

■ tl
».; 11
■'. I tl (^.H l()
I 7.0011 Ih ( I« 100 \h)

Engine
lAp.
(tnrsi'pnv t-r .tl ^'tvernrd rpni
IXvpl.11 .in.ril

(.M( ( < I ditwl. .< Olllldff
■"h • :.<:< rpm
IS«* HI '

[•»r^ut*
I url 1 4p.11 il>

:« fal (Uldl.)

l<0 ll't ti ' JJJ5 rpm

(utter »heel
Wheel .lunu'Irr
KJII

.1 mllmii d<'plti

CultiiiK Wldtll
R tu'H Ihu km'\s
lulling li'tfli
Numhei <>i tfi'tt»

7 fi
2.6 It
«S In 4.< in. (4 to 5 111.)
I in.
Ilulk-t I» pi- mi k hi^ (special hitv u«-J cm r-600H)
I (0

Drive for cutter ..heel
r>pf

(liam drive tium I J- (M I iipm. t S00 COOO » psi hsdraulu miilor

( nnlroh

I Mo lilt 1 slinders. iiintinls and »heel shift operated frum A-gpni.

Wheel speeds at full rpm

1500 psi li>draulic pump
Ist near
5 rpm ( 7 rpm)
Jnd near
Ird near

11 rpm (14 rpm)
20 rpm 1^6 rpm)

4ili ireai

M rpm (44 rpm)

Reserse

S rpm ( h rpm)

Track system
I v pe

l>irderi/ed iraisler li.uk vsiih senn-clealed pads. 1 oil sprtiiK ten
si»>n. 4 or II rollers per Irai k

I1.1. k pads
I rai k length

I 2 or I S in. (15 111 I It 111.) sside
H.I fl C 15 or 8 7< fi)

llearmii pressure
I leep speed vsilli im tuad
f 1 ivel spt-fd (istieel nut
nperalmitl at full rpm

7 K or h.: psi (6.(1 or 4.2 psi)
0 In 2'- ll/imn. Ii\dr,iiilu Jnse
Ist gear
4M fl/mm
2iid gear
100 fl/mm
Ird near
4ih (tear
Reverse

1 H4 fl/miii
110 fl/mm
I"» fl/mm

.14 (J7 or 4 1) pads per Iratk

a 7T/,V(; hRO/.tS CROUSD WITH DISCSA WS

Table II. Spccifications of Ditch Witch ES30 Earth Saw.

Mode
KS30 l-arth Saw mounlril on K60 Trrnchn.

Manufacturer
(.'harks Machine Works. Inc.. I'rrr>. Oklahoma 73077

Supplier
Ditch Wilch North. Brthcl, Vermont OS0J2

General dimensions
Working lrn(th
Workmii hrighl
Widlh
Appro» grovs »right
Carrier weight (appro«)
Attachment weight (appro«)

17.3 to 18.0 ft
7.7$ ft
$.3 ft
8SU0 lb
6000 lb
2S00 lb

Engine
Type
Morwpower
I ml capacity

WiM.onjin V460
60
1$ gal.

Cutter wheel
Wheel Jiameter
Kaled cutting depth
Culling width
Culling teeth
Number of teeth

7 ft
1.7 ft
4 in.
Bullrt-type rock bus
110

Drive for cutter wheel
Type
Control

Belt and chain drive, 4 forward speeds plus reverie.
Two lift cylinders driven from 13-gpm. I 750-psi hydraulic pump.

Carriage
Type
Creep speed
Travel speed

four-wheel rubber-tired tractor with four-wheel drive
C In 36 ft/min, hydraulic drive
Up to I 5 mph

CUTTING FROZEN GROUND WITH DISCS A WS

a. T-600A.

b. T-600B.
Figure I. Vermeer T-600 Rock Cutter.
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Figure 2. Ditch Witch ES30 Earth Saw on R60 Trencher.

Figure 3. Cutter wheel of Vermeer T-600A. Note radial scouring bars for cleaning cuttings from slot.

CUTTING FROZEN GROUND WITH DISC S.A WS

a. Cutter wheel.

b. Replaceable perimeter segment.
Figure 4. Bullet-type teeth on Vermeer T-600. The bits on this machine were
fitted to 10 replaceable perimeter segments.

8
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Figure 5. Cutter wheel of Ditch Witch ES30.

TEST SITES
Two types of ground material were required for the basic tests: frozen fine-grained soil,
preferably silt, and frozen gravel. Kach material had to be wr'l bonded by ice that was at,
or near, saturation content. Hnally, the depth of the frozen material had to exceed the
maximum cutting depth of the machines so as to simulate permafrost.
The selected test area was in West Lebanon, New Hampshire, on the property of Lebanon
Crushed Stone, Inc. This area had a variety of natural soil types and reworked materials, it
was conveniently located close to CRREL, and support facilities were available through the
courtesy of the owning company.
The prime objective was to prepare a site representing the most difficult type of ground
condition for excavation, i.e. a compact, coarse, cobbly gravel completely frozen at saturation water content. A suitable site was found at the bottom of the main gravel pit, which
had horizontal surfaces on two main levels. At that time the pit was deep and relatively
narrow, so that the base received little direct sunlight in winter, and cold air could accumulate with stable thermal stratification in calm weather. The base of the pit was at about the
lowest elevation of the entire property, so that it received ample inflow of drainage water.

CUTTING FROZEN GROUND WITH DISC SA WS
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To accelerate frost penetration, the test site was kept free of snow by bulldozing after each
snowfall. The winter of 1971-72 was abnormally warm, and by late January 1972 the
gravel was only frozen to about 10 in. depth. However, onset of colder weather improved
the situation and by late February the site was frozen to more than 28 in. depth Test
conditions in 1973 were similar, the gravel being frozen to a depth of 30 in. by the end of
February.
No special preparations were made for testing in frozen silt, as suitable conditions existed
on a haul road where snow was either cleared or compacted by traffic. At this place the soil
was a light sandy silt, well compacted at the surface, with a water content that was probably
close to saturation (the main freezing period was preceded by rainfalls and intermittent
snowmelt in both years). The silt was frozen to a depth of 25 in. in 1972 and to almost
30 in. in 1973.
Two additional sites were used in 1973. A stratum of bouldery gravel in the West
Lebanon pit was used lor a "torture lest," and a bed of fine-to-medium gravel in a pit near
CRREL in Hanover, N.I , was used for demonstration cuts. The Hanover site was also
used for measurements o.' traction force.

TEST PROCEDURES IN 1972
Both machines were taken first to the gravel site, where they began operation with new
teeth. The operators were invited to familiarize themselves with the conditions before
starting the tests.
The tests in gravel were intended to determine the lollowing;
1. Maximum effective sumping depth
2. Maximum traverse speed at different cutting depths
3. Most effective wheel speeds
4. Approximate specific energy cunsutnption
5. Tool wear
After preliminary tests in gravel, both machines were taken to the sill site, where they
operated with partly worn teeth. After a few test runs in silt, the Ditch Witch had to withdraw from further testing as its teeth were worn and no replacements were available. The
Vermeer had its teeth completely replaced, ind then underwent further testing in silt before
it was transferred back to the gravel site for final tests there.

TEST RESULTS, 1972
Maximum cutting depths in frozen sill were 3J and 32 in. for the Veriii?er and Ditch
Witch respectively. In frozen gravel, tlic maximum depth of cut achieved by the V^meer
was 28 in. and the maximum depth achieved by the Ditch Witch was 12.5 in.
Results of the cutting rate tests are given in Tabler lll-VI. These tables also give
volumetric excavation rates and overall specific energy consumption.
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Table III. Performance ol Vermeer T-600A in frozen gravel (1972(.
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44 <

2."1*

h 4(1

;v<

2(i

41

2 S-1

6 ><5

2*

2ll

42

2 6''

ft 04

12

2(>

rr

l.'fS

«.lb

12

2(»

<((

1 4h

12 1

2

l-

K2

2 42

7..»«

2«

Kiiiuik \

fin. Ihf in.

mini

2H

M

HU

tiii ry\

1« "■

1^

«•1

2.2^

7.^4

15 <

l<

4h

1 S.I

'( - d

(.

(<•

2114

,1 III

< '(4

2h <

2(i

A I

4 42

4.(14

2K

2(i

s -«

1.4.1

4 <;<

1 int' Jr v ( uitiii^s
I mi- dr> i'ulMtij.'s
I uii- ür> % LIII.'I^S
I mi- dr> i utlmn
I nit' Jr> Luitiiifts
I uu- Jr> i ullin^s
I me ilr> LUMHI^V
I me Jn i tillm^s
I me \if\ t. ulliri^s
I me Jr> i utdii^s
leeth h.'ijl> w-irnl'V this sljite
Walei ru.Miin^ in (it sl'i-wheel i ul
mi).'VMI. Iii^gei luiimgv, »iih
si line pebbles euinmif mil inuii
( uttint! iln jjiain
('uMing Jr> .ifMin
I lesli leiih
leeih baJIv iljnugeJ h> jiievious
run
44 replaced

Table IV. Performance of Ditch Witch in fro/en gravel.
M.ulimi-

( ul « i.llli

Dilih Wilih 1 S.ll» cm
l<MI lielli her

I ntnipe

4,< in

VVisioiisin \ 4M) riled
.il hf) h|>

jleplh nl Irn/en l.i\ er

2s III.

\'i>ininjl
1
(

/rju Mi

IIIIDII;

V Uli/

.hplh
(in i

l,i jr

nil

mm i

•liimflni

tncfiiU

ti\jtitiii

V/Jli Ifll

II.

railfit'

mini

r/li ry i
mi. Ihf in

' i

12 1

\

in

O.tT'

1.40 ■

III'

12 <

1

i-

1.2(15

1.14 ■

Ml'

12 "■

1

u,

1.17

1.17 ■

10*

12 <

1

K.

117

1.17 >

Ill4

1 2.^

J

Ih

1.24

III *

III4

Hi-mark \
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Table V. Performance of Vermeer T-600A in frozen sill (1972).
Machine: Vrrmecr T 600A

Kngine: J-S3 Detroit diawl rated at 78 hp

Wheel diameter

Kngine speed: 2 »00 rpm

7 ft

Cut width: Sin.

Depth i>r Oo/en layer

\iiminal
overall
sprcifu
energy
fin. Ih/in.1)

(."ear

whrrl
sprrd
trpm,

I'rawts*
sprrd
(in. imin)

1 (»/liffirfncrxca\<ition
ratr
(/t' ;min)

33 S

4

35

V3

•».02

1.98 X 10*

33

4

3<

67

6.40

2.79 X 10*

33

3

20

6S

6.21

2.88 X to'

33

4

35

64

6 11

2.92 X 10'

6 21

J

A.'miMj/

luiting
depth
lin.,

33

4

35

10

4

35

10 5
17.5
17

4

35

4
4

32 5

65
166
147

4.81
4.47

35
35

218

11.03

m

4

3^

144

7.53
13.55

31

4

35

32 S

4

35

215
228

21.45

32

4

35

216

20.00

19 30

2.88 X

Hrmarks
Teeth hadly worn before teat
started
Teeth hadly worn before teat
started
Teeth hadly worn before test
started
Teeth badly worn before test
started

10

Teeth badly worn before test
started
New teeth fitted

3.72 X 10'
3.99 X 10'
1.62 >
2.37 x

2$ in.

10'

10'

1.32 X 10'
9.25 X 10'

Rather dry sandy silt
Rather dry sandy silt

8 32 X 10'
8.93 X 10'

Table VI. Performance of Ditch Witch in frozen »ill.
Mathine
(ut width

Ditch Witch I S30 on
R60 trencher
5.4 in.

I ii||inc

Wi .consin V460 rated
at 60 hp

Depth of frmen layer: 25 in.

Morning!

Cutting
depth
(in.)
20

Crar

Traverse
spied
(in.,mini
14
20

14.5
18

20
20
20
20

20
31
91
108
80
27

I'olumrlnc
overall
excavation
specifu
ratr
energy
(ft1/mm/ (in.lhf/in.'I Hemarks
0.87
1.99
1.44
1.79
1.99
3.09
5.66
6.72
4,98
1 68

1.58
6.90
9.51
7.68
6.90
4.45
2.43
2.0«
2.76
8.18

X
>
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10*
10'
10'
10*
10*
10'
10*
ID'
10*
JO'

I:
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SUdxim I'pi-iainis uerc sunn able In develop a "leel" Inr the best wheel speed. It the
»heel speed was ton U'w , cutting became jeik\ and the wheel tended to bounce, putting! unlavotable loads i'ii the (.utters and bearinps. Tins eltect was rat'.ier more noticeable tin the
Hitch VViuh, which was the lighter nj: and which was also mounted on pneumatic lues. At
eieatei kiitt;'ij! depth;», both operators selected the lowest wheel speed consistent with
sMii'olh niminic. and tins appeared to be .Md eear lor both inachmes when working in
L'ra\el On the Vermecr. .nd gear is supposed to give a wheel speed of 20 rpm. The corresponding i-onveision was not available lor the Ditch Witch, but wheel speed looked higher
ihaii that ol the Verrncer.
I 01 shallow cuts in gravel, the \ erineer operator selected 4th gear, which is supposed to
give a wheel speed ot 35 rpm. It might be noted that there ate kinematic reasons lor incieasing wheel speed with decreasing cutting depth (Appendix A). The Vermeer operator
^av able in viit tro/cn silt to anv depth in 4th geai. and tins gear was his choice lor cutting
MII However, peilonnance ol the Ditch Witch in silt improved sigmlicantlv when it was
dropped Irom 4ih to M»! Again it should be noted that the Ditch Witch seemed to be somewhat highei geared than the Vermeer.
Tooth wear in lio/en gravel was verv severe, with damage occuriiig alter just a tew
revolutions ot the wheel Dining the first gravel tests, teeth on the Vermeer were tor all
piaclual purposes worn out altei 4^ ft ot cutting at 240K m. depth, i.e. after about 15
minutes ol operation. At the siaii of the second set ol gravel tests, the Vermeer made a
last, shallow ((>-III.| cut lor one minute, and during the couise ol this cut struck a bouldet,
causing the wheel to bounce. As a result n| this 44 teeth had to be replaced. The Ditch
SVitch teeth had biggei tungsten carbide caps on the end, but weai and breakage in gravel
weie at least as bad as on the Vermeei main teeth were broken and worn allei I 7 ft ot
cutting at 12'. Ill, depth
Tooth weai in lio/en sill was clnefK b\ abrasion. The soli oulei bod> ol the tooth was
ground awa;., sometimes in curious patterns, and the proiecting carbide core was thus left
un.uppoiicd. ( utting tests in tro/ensilt weie not sulficienth protiacted to establish a
weai rate, but it seems likelv that a set ol teeth could go without replacement Im at least
several hundred teet.
Patterns ol tooth wear Jearlv indicated that some teeth were doing virtualK no work,
while otheis bore the biuni ol the aliaik "Scalloped abrasion patterns on the side ol
some teeth seemed to indicate incomplete cutting coverage. Mans teeth obviouslv tailed
to rotate in their sockets, causing utminmelncal wear, with little potential for sellsharpening
The Vermeer men considered the fro/en giavel to be a tougher cutting proposition than
almost anv material thev had previouslv encountered, including reinforced concrete.

TLST PROGRAM FOR 1973
The l1)^ tests showed that existing disc saws had useful capabilities fix cutting fto/en
ground, but the durability ol standard culling teeth appeared to be completelv inadequate
lor heavv work in fro/en gravels. Thus the goal for work in l*'7.^ was development of better
cutting teeth.

CUTTING FROZIS GROUND WJTH DISCSA WS

ftliurc 6. Heavy Jra/i hits litnJ to Vermeer T-him in second test season. Pick
hoxes were welded to 1(1 replaceable perimeter segments.
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higun' 7. Detail i>) Hin pamnhvak pick as fitted to l'crmeer
T-MK)B for IV7.1 tests.

Tlie mining research literature was sur\e>ed. VS. and foreign manulacturers af mining
tixils were canvassed, and the problem was studied analytically. This resulted in the selection
nl a particular style of heavy-duty parrot-beak pick, the Hoy bayonet pick number B200/
2 113144, and in the design of an appropriate tooth-setting pattern. A set of [ ?rimeter
segments for the Vermeer T-600 were made up with the new teeth, and tests were arranged.
The first test for durability was made on two sections of road near Catskill. New York,
where the local traprock aggregate had previously made sawing of concrete economically
unattractive. Tests were then made on fro/en gravel and fro/en silt at Hanover and West
Lebanon, New Hampshire. Test procedures were broadly similar to those employed in l()72.
hut additional measurements were made to determine the tractive thrust, or drawba: pull,
of the carrier vehicle.
Tlic machine was also taken to a lake north of Hanover for a demonstration of ice cutting
dig 10».

CUTTING FROZEN GROUND WITH DISC SA H'.V

Figure X. Vermeer disc saw operating in frozen gravel

CUTTING FROZEN GROUND W'lTII DISCSA U'.V

Figure V. I crmeer T-600B cutting concrete and asphalt. Note that a cable layer
is fitted to the w heel.

\

Figure 10. Vermeer T-600B cutting floating ice. The machine was able to cut
18-in. •thick ice at maximum crawl speed (26 ft/min) with no perceptible effort.
A contractor recently made long cuts in lake ice with a Ditch Witch saw, averaging 6.7 ft/min.
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TEST RESULTS, 1973
The cutting performance of the Vermeer T-(>OOB with the new teeth is given in Tables
VII-IX. These results show that the production lates were not much affected by the change
ot teeth, but the machine was able to cut to greater depth in fro/en gravel with the new
teeth. However, the durabilin tests showed a dramatic improvement in tooth life.
In the road-material tests at ( atskill, the saw sumped-in to its maximum possible depth
(3 in. greater than maximum rated cut depth) and began cutting very hard material. The
machine operator and the dealer estimated (on the basis of past work in the same material)
that the standard bullet-bits would last for a linear distance of 15 ft ± 3 ft under such
conditions. Alter cutting lor 28 It, the machine was stopped and the new teeth were inspected tor wear and damage; no significant deterioration had occurred by that stage, but
the relief faces of some of the carbides were showing wear. After 150 linear feel of cutting
the teeth had developed definite wear-fiats on the relief faces: the machine was still performing well, but maximum cutting speed had dropped by 30 r i. The machine was then
moved to another section of road, where it continued to make demonstration cuts at
shallower depths, slicing through the asphalt and concrete pavement but not penetrating
the gravel base. Alter about 1600 linear feet of cutting, four teeth had been broken and
the remaining teeth were well worn, although far from the stage at which a contractor
would discard them.
In the Iro/en gravel tests at West Lebanon the machine was deliberately pushed at maximum speed through a bed of bouldery material, and under these conditions 13 teeth were
broken over a linear distance ol about 25 ft. However, with the bullet-bits used in 1972,

Table VII. Performance of modified Vermeer T-600H in road materials (1973).
Machine: Vermeer I -600B with Hoy
parrot-beak picks

Kngine: 3-53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp

Wheel diameter: 7.2 ft

Kngine speed: 2 3 0 0 rpm

Cut width: 3.7 in.

Material: Koad pavement consisting of 4.5-in. surface layer
of asphalt, 7.5-in. layer of lightly reinforced concrete (traprock aggregate, 3 / g in. rehar), deep base course of coarse
frozen gravel.

Cut tiny
depth
fin.)

Gear

A ominal
wheel
speed
(rpm)

34
34
34
34
34

4
4
3
2
4

44
44
26
14
44

Traverse
speed
(in. 1min)

A animal
1 * > In met r il- overall
ex cava t ion
specific
rate
energy
(ft* lm in)
(in.lhf/in.3

52
3.79
49
3.57
45
3.28
not measurable
35
2.5 5

)

4.72 X 10*
5.01 X I 0 3
5.45 X I 0 3
7.01 X 10

3

Remarks
New picks
Machine jerking, tracks scuffing
Very jerky, f r e q u e n t halts
Steady rate after 30 ft of deep cutting

in
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Table VIII. Performance of modined Vermeer T-600B in frozen gravel (1973).
Mjihmr

\ rnnrrr F

V%hrd Junutrr
I'ul »idlh:

(IOUU

with Hoy parrot heak picks

7.1 ft

Depth of fru/en layer: Approximately 30 in.

44

31

J-SJ Detroit Jiest-I ratrJ at 78 hp

Lnfinc speed: 2300 rpm

.1.7 m

StHtimal
whirl
Trinmr
\peeij
speed
(irar
irpmi
fm. mm)

Suiting
Jrplh
Im.i

Kiigmr:

■")

I t'lumetrn
excavation
rate
/ft' mm)

\iuntnat
overall
spril/u
energy
iin.lhfiin ')

5.24

3.41 X ID'

Remarkt
All-out test in compact gravel with
houlders of 10 in, diameter or more,
Aimosl equivalent to cutting solid
rock,

13 teeth broken in a few min

utes of operation.
30 total

4

44

4

44

3.53

5.06

A

10'

(25
gravel, 5
ice and
fine soil)
30 total
<2S

^5

3 53

Operating with hmken teeth in cohhly
gravel. Some tr.uk slip.

Second test under same conditions
produced identical results.

«ravel. 5
ice and
fine soil)
30

4

44

34

4

44

61
4H

3.y2
3 50

4,56 ■ 10'
S.ll X 10'

Broken teeth replaced. Cohhly gravel.
(•ood teeth.

Knie gravel. Some slip in

drive helts.
34

4

34

4

44
44

Ml

4 .17

4,09 X IÜ1

4:

3 06

5.85 x 'ü'

After lightening helts.
I me gravel with ice topping. Some
track slip.

Table IX. Performance of modified Vermeer T-600B in fro/en silt (1973).
Machine:

Vermeer T 600B with Hoy parrotheak picks

Wheel diameter
Cut width

3.7 in.

4
4
4
3
4
4
4

3 53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp

Engine speed

2.100 rpm

Depth of fro/en layer

Wiminül
wheel
Vfavtne
< uttmg
Jrplh
tperj
speej
(in.)
dear
(rpm)
(in. ;mtn)
35.5
35.5
31
31
31
30
30

hngtne

7.2 ft

44

26

151
168
l'*5
120
124
164
138

I ulumelru
rxcavation
ran(ft' 'mm)
11.5
12.8
I2.<»
7.97
8.56
10.5
8.86

\i>mmal
overall
speiifit
energy
(in. Ibflin.';
1.55
1.40
1.3»
2.24
2.0»
1.70
2.02

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10'
10*
10*
10*
10'
10'
10*

Approximately 30 in.

Remarks

Some crushed stone in top loot of toil

I1'
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Table X. Drawbar pull of Vermeer T-600B on various working surfaces.
Mjkhnu*

Vfimecr I 60011 Itlntri Ifatk)

Mj(.hiiif Hi>i|tht
l>> n jiiitiinf (ci

trimme

|4,SÜ0 Ih

IS J Delrml (iic&rl ral<rU j| 7h hp

I ngmr ^pet*J

HI H clt-iln«. jl

II'MSIJIKC

I04J 1 ell Milh

I rji k speed

2.1U0 rpm
0 It) I S ll/min

Kei(tilc\ Ji|(itj| v.ilinirlcr rejjoul

UrjHhjr I'ull
■Ultii Illf/J|

llh/i

I hin Mil»» mwet \i\vt lr<i/cri -•.lll>l

V^io

Ihm viin» mvci "ver fr<>/cii

6,57(1

VJIUI

'
It

\wbiir iinfii («■«I
mhjr imll iir, '11 Ml/

u

0.10.1
0 117

.,7hU

0.44V

uvn itvn 111*

1 ..^M)
H.'.Mt

0.5h2
t(.4JM

fhin siinw invei <'*<'r ür

7,450

0

IH:

Itnri tiinw i'ivei "\cr

0

JH:

I hm \iiim i"ivrr nve» uc
I hm Mtnv* mvi'i over ice

7,451)
7,h7(l

0..W 1

h, 150

(1. Uh

Mixture 11I \iHtw JIIJ .lid
Miklurt >•( MHIM lllj .lift

: .JfiO
5,fc'<0

0.J70

Mn lure of

5,411,
7,67(1

Uiiti snow imer <>vt-r fri»/t*n sjiul
Ihm MitiM Mivcr nvei Irn/en
I hm

SUMW k

<I»I»M JIIJ

SJIIJ

KC

.tire

Sluvh f »\er Ih iv iti|( KC
SlLi\h over ihjvMji^ u r

'»^(Ml

Sluvh itver (hjMinic u e

t.l.AII
''.45(1

>lii\h over (h.i*init lie
Slu\h over th.iAing ue
Slush iiver thjM mit u e
I fM/cn sjiuh vilt hghih th.i<ArJ on vurtnif
Irufen s.ii)J> Mit li|thtl> thjweJ o.' surfiii«
\ ro/rn %jnJ) sill lightly th.iwrl on \urt.iie
I ruien

S.IIIJV

silt li|(hil> th<i*ej nn surlju-

I mien vdiij> sill lighil) thj^eJ on vurfinc

H.I 10
h,7>J()
10,OHO

io,4<ia
I2.U50
■»^fcU
4,h40

Hi,mjik\

lui ks %licpin(i
Trjiks slipi'iiin

0.1V2
0 KM
0 Wl
0.472
0 444
0 1H2
0.416
(I I4N
(1 5 |7
0 5h:
Ü.6IH
0 506

Trjiks slippmn

0.444

44 tcclli lud tu'.-n ikslmvcd In sinking J siiigk' houliler. I'ndci less severe cuitiii|> amdilions in Ito/eii (travel there was no senoiis Jctenoi iiion allei >() It ot uniting, altliougli the
' arhides sliowed some *eai and ininor cliipping.
In Iro/en vilt there *as rin signiUcunl wear, and it appeared that the teeth would last
indetirnteK
Results of the traclion tesl^ are given in I able X.

GENERAL PERFORMANCE
Both ot the saws tested in I(I72 had good capabilities lor cutting Iro/en fine-grained
soils (silt, sand, clay), and tooth durabihu seemed adequate lor these materials. Both
machines were capable of cutting Iro/en gravel at useful rales, but cutter durability was
judged lo be completely Inadeijuate in this material.
On the basis ul the limited tests that were carried out, the heavier and more expensive
machine, the I-dOO, demonstrated significantly higher capabilities than the lighter I S.U).
It was able to cut to more than the rated maximum depth in both tro/en silt and fro/en

:o
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gravel, whereas ihe I S.Wcould only achieve about 40'-' of its rated cutting depth in fro/.en
gravel. When cutting at the same depth, the T-600 progressed about 80^ faster than the
I S30 in tro/en gravel, and it was more than twice as fast in tio/en silt. The installed power
ol the I S30 was only HO'.' of the installed power of the T-600. but this did not appear to
he the limiting factor. The limitation seemed to be more a matter of force and stability.
The I S.U) wheel, having open segments cut in it, was obviously lighter than the T-600
wheel, and while this probably made it more compatible with a light carrier vehicle it did
reduce the desirable flywheel effect.
The performance of the T-bOOcan be used to establish an interim standard of comparison tor sawing of fro/en ground. At approximately 33 in. cut depth, traverse speeds range
from 5 to I*) ft/mm in fro/en silt and from 3.5 to6.6 ft/min in fro/en gravel, variations
occurring with tooth condition and the strength i;f the fro/en ground. In terms of
volumetric excavation rate (i.e. cut width X cut depth X traverse speeds the range is from
about 5 to 21 It1/min in fro/en sill and 2 to 5 ft' 'min in tro/en gravel.

CUTTER DURABILITY
I he bullet bits fitted to the 1972 machines did not have adequate durability. In fro/en
gravel the T-600 wore out a set of 130 teeth in 45 linear feet of cutting at 80'» of maximum
depth, this is roughly equivalent to one tooth per square foot of sawcut. or nearly four
teeth per cubic foot of excavated material. According to operator reports, the wear rate in
hard-aggregate concrete can be as high as three teeth per square foot of sawcut, or about
nine teeth per cubic foot of excavated material. Depending on the amount of tungsten
carbide in the t (/. teeth of this type typically cost SI .50 to S4 each (1973 prices) when
bought in bulk, so that the cost of sawing fro/en gravel can be prohibitive.
A bullet bit may be likened to a pencil, with the hard but brittle carbide analogous to
the lead of a pencil and the soft steel body corresponding to the wood of the pencil. The
bit works well as long as the resultant cutting force is directed along its central axis, but
when the cutting force is angled away from its axis the steel abrades and allows the carbide
to be snapped off in flexure. In other words, it is well adapted to "stabbing," but vulnerable
to side forces. M'ich of the research on rock-cutting tools (which tends to be done with
ideal sharp tools) indicates that the normal and tangential components of cutting force are
approximately equal, so that Ihe resultant cutting force makes an angle of roughly 45° with
the tangent to the tooth-lip trajectory, and bullet bits tend to be set accordingly. However,
more obscure research investigations that take into account realistic tool wear indicate that
the ratio of normal to tangential compnnents of cutting force increases as Ihe bit wears,
reaching values as higfi as 4 after a modest amount of cutting. Bullet bits are designed to
avoid development of wear Hats, their self-sharpening characteristics being provided by
rotational symmetry and rotational freedom of the bit in its socket. However, in actual
operation bits often fail to rotate, even when the sockets are cleaned and greased frequently.
In seeking an alternative to the bullet bit for the disc saw and for other experimental
machines, six U.S. manufacturers of carbide-tipped rock-cutting tools were contacted and
their product ranges were considered. However, the industry is heavily committed to the
production of bullet bits in varying shapes and sizes, and the available fixed drag bits
appeared to be mainly very small tools that lacked any kind of design sophistication.
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Technicul rcprcsentauvcs ol hn makers coiueniruied exclusively on bullet bits, and were
reluctant to consider alternative designs. Othci developers ol'spcciali cd machines have
apparently experienced similar industry response. Since there was no domestic source for
suitable manufactured teeth, and since special fabrication ol experimental teeth would
have been prohibitively expensive, new bits were purchased from a firm in England, where
there are three manufacturers of mining tools with highly varied product lines.
The new bit was a Hoy bayonet pick, type 200/2/H3144 (f ig. 7). This tool is a sturdy
parrot-beak pick with a high-impact carbide. The gauge length (projecting length) is 2 in.
and the width overall is I in. The design relief angle is approximately 12°, but the tools
supplied had a primary relief angle of approximately Hu and a secondary relief angle on
the carbide of approximately IX0. The design rake angle was approximately +6°, but on
the tools supplied the rake angle was zero or very slightly negative. The carbide had a
maximum width of I in., and maximum dimensions in the normal and tangential directions
of 0.75 in. and 0.5 in. respectively. A total of 60 bits were fitted to the wheel, replacing the
130 bullet bits previously used. At time of purchase each bit cost $2.87, so that the cost
of a complete replacement set of teeth lor the wheel was about equal to the lowest known
cost for 3 set of bullet teeth, and about one-third of the cost for a set of high-priced bullet
teeth.
The cutting tests in road materials suggested that a set ot the new teeth might have a
working life two orders of magnitude higher than a set of bullet teeth, and the Vermeer
dealer immediately reacted by obtaining a U.S. franchise for these tools. The tests in frozen gravel were not sufficiently protracted to establish wear rates, but they did demonstrate
the superior impact resistance of the new teeth and they suggested that wear lite would
exceed that of the bullet teeth by more than a factor of 10.
Ho/en ground is highly variable, but in frozen gravel that has few cobbles and no large
boulders it might be expected that the T-600 wheel with the parrot-beak picks would have
a wear rate of no more than 0.1 tooth per square foot of sawcut, or 0.4 tooth per cubic
foot of excavated material. In monetary terms, this is equivalent to about 30 i/it2 (sawcut area) and Sl.lO/ft1 (excavated volume). In I hour of operation with actual cutting
going on for MY'i of the time, tooth costs might be around $140 in fro/en gravel, so that
total operating cost lor the machine would be dominated by tooth cost.

TOOTH PATTERNS
Tooth layout iii 1972
On both of the machines tested in 1972 the layout and spacing of the cutting teeth
(Fig. 4, S) seemed less than ideal. Apart from the question of bit angle, which was touched
on above, some teeth were set directly in the wake of others so that they were doing no
work, while some teeth were having their sides scraped by uncut material. There was
clearly uneven coverage of the cutting face, and the bits were being loaded unevenly. In
considering the last point, it is instructive to consider the chipping depth of the teeth, i.e.
the depth to which each tooth penetrates into uncut material during the course of its sweep
through the work.
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Chipping depth for 1972 Vcrmcer teeth
In considering the etlective depth of bite taken by the teeth, it is somewhat difficult to
decide mi the number of tracking cutters (MJ. The 1972 Vermeer wheel was fitted with
10 identical perimeter segments, and on each segment every tooth has a different setting.
However, on each side ol each segment there were five gauge cutters, and there was very
little difference in the setting of individual teeth for each of these groups. There were also
three center cutters on each segment, and again there was little difference in the setting of
each individual tooth in these groups. The minimum value that can be taken for n is 10,
hut tins is too low for most of the cutters. It would be more realistic to say n = 50 for the
gauge cutters it they were all uniformly spaced, but in fact there was a gap between each
of the 10 groups. In the same way n = 30 would be realistic for the center cutlers if they
were uniformly spaced, but they were actually clumped at the leading end of each segment.
This tooth arrangement means that the lead tooth in each group took a relatively large
bile, while the ones following in its wake took smaller bites. Approximate calculation of
the bite taken by each type of tooth can be made by assuming the following values.
Ceniiriuit.ng UTth:

(iaugt'-ivttinn Ictth

Lead tooth

H

*

13

Mlower teeth

n > 100

Lead tooth

// *

40

Follower teeth

/; *

65

Calculations will he made here for two cutting conditions:
Cutting depth (/

2Hin.

(32 in.)

Wheel radius K

42 in.

(42 in.)

Wheel speed/

20 rpm

(35 rpm)

Traverse speed r

60in./min

(200 in./min)

The first set of values is supposed to represent cutting in fro/en gravel, and the second
set ol values in parentheses represents culling in frozen silt.
The maximum chipping depth lmi, is given by*

iVm

"

= Lx iLlw
p,

R\ J

iV"

l

)

and the calculated values are
Cvnler-culiing tveth

(iauge-iutling teeth

Ifad looth

0.22 in. (0.43 in.)

follower teeth

002* in. (0.056 in.)

Lead tooth

0.071 in. (0.14 in.)

Follower teeth

0.044 in. (0.085 in.)

These calculations lead to a number of questions. First of all, it is hard to see why the
teeth were set with an irregular spacing when this results in uneven loading or working of
the teeth. Secondly, when the machine was cutting frozen gravel or other strong materials
* Srr Appendix A for drrivalmn of this «nd other eguttioni used in Ihr diuustnin.
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b Tooih
0
1
2
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a
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rrack$ a' pick lipi

lacing

16
0

4m

I'igurc II Cuitt'ranatiKi'twni /<>/■ IV.i tests with Wrmecr saw.

the chipping depth was very small lor all teeth except the lead teeth at the center-cutting
groups. In principle, bile could he increased by dropping the wheel speed, but this procedure on the Vermeer would result in unduly large bites by the widely spaced lead cutteis
of the center teeth, with consequent vibration. There is also a matter ot vibration arising
from inhomogeneity of the material when a "soft," or compliant, device is run at low speed
If the bite is loo small, the machine is grinding the rock instead of chipping it. I ven in
frozen silt, where the machine was traversing at fairly high speed, the bite taken by the
follower teeth was small.
Tooth layout in 1973
Original plans for layout of the new teeth in 1973 called foi i three-track arrangement
with only center cutters and left and right gauge cutters. This seemed reasonable in light
of research findings concerning cutter spacing, but after discussion with the Vermeer dealer
it seemed safer to adopt the six-track arrangement shown in figure 11. Nominal gauge was
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MiJilitil iiiltir urrunvi ttu nt aJ-j'tnl ultt r IV j it\l uv^'ii

tCilua'd In .V» n . \Mlli .in inill.il ^'.lll^'l■ (new puks) uf } " in V ln;ill\. .i nuinhu ul
(.Hufs wcii' inatlc ilnniif I In.' WIMIIIL' HI pu k him ks In I lie vUiecl im vt'iim pi.His. ami
si.'Hi- It'flli *cft' sil mil nl seijuiMin.' nr ,ii .mill's iilhci tli.in llic |tla»iH'(l mil's
I In' li'M wheel and a titpy wcie nseil In ihe inacllinc ilealei snhsetiueni in llie Im/en
^'iniiinl tests, and nil the hasis nl Ins evpenenee in iiittin^ ennnele he leenininenileil an
inuease nt ^au(tc ami a ehun^e Itmn a l()-sepincnl tn a I ^sieiiieiii ,iii.iiij.'eiiient (the lattei
ehan^e heinj; lai^eK tur leasunsnl eennnnu ami tniuemeiKe in stmkine spaiesl. Ihe
live track design SIIUSMI in i i^nie 12 was then drawn up Im the use nt the de.ilei. and it
is heheved thai It proved satislaetnrs in enimeie iiittin^' tipeiatmns.
Chipping drpth for 1973 rxpcrimrnlal teeth
Ignoiing the etturs that were made lit setlnif) snme teeth, the I'l? ? test wheel had 10
traekii^' cutters (/i

10)

lakinj? the same two sets nl aillin^ iniiditinns used in the

aTT/.U;iRa/.i \ CKOIM) HUHnw S tus

:>

cjlculatimi ol inaxin uiu >.lii|>|)iii); ikpili lor ilit- I»/?.' u-cili, llu- Ljku'jiid VJIIK^ lor the
14?.' jrun^oiiKMil ai
All u-iih

O.JHiii

(Ü.Ü5S in (

lioMC\i*r. the ll*7.< mucluiic WJS pojiod higliei ilun ilie I''72 iiiiK'iune, JIIJ n WJS npouiod
iimsl ellVcJivcl) ji the ImJie*! »Iiet'l spci'd. i c. 44 ipm
creaici operaluig depth

It \»ai aU'i capable ol suinirvvlui

Hie culling conditions Im calculation can therelote he revised

to
( nt 1 uif: depth J

11 in

(V? in |

VMieel radius A"

4 < in

(4? in )

Wheel s|ved /

44 ipm

(44 ipml

lias eise speed I

(>() in. nun

COO in. mm)

10

(101

So ol traikiri^! t mil

IS /(

With these changes the calculated values loi uiavimuin chipping depth m the twe luaienals
become
All teeth

0.1^ in.

(0.44 in.)

I or lire live-traclt. arrarigeineiit shown m I igme I.? the chippnit; depths aie 10'' Kmei i e
0.1 I ami 0 W in.

POWER AM>SPECIFIC HNERCY
Specific energy fur sawing
I'OMCI

output ol the niaJvine divided by voluinetric culling rate gives (he oveiall specilic

energy ol the sa*. i e. tl e energy evpended per unit volume ol material cut. Willi powet
expressed in in.-lhl" nun and voluinetric cutting rate expressed in in.' mm, specilic eneigy
is given in ui-lbl in

, oi Ibl in.*' Averages of the oveiall specific energy values measured in

I'»?: lor the Vermeer are HM x |üJ Ibf/in.2 lor gravel and 2.2 X K)1 Iblin.2 lor sill
( orrespondmg values troni the ll'7.< ;ests are 4.7 X lü1 Ibl'm.2 lot gravel and I.X X Id'
Ibl in.1 lor sill. i.e. iinpmvemeiils ovr the l<>72 results by about 50'.' and IW'
Die above values give ov rail specilic energy lor the machine. Hie process specific
energy lor the saw itsell is the actual net power consuni'.'d by the saw divided by (he
volumetric culling rale

Perhaps the simplest way ol delining net power is to lake (he

dillcrence between (he total power consiiinplion lor cutting and (he "windinilling" power
lor whirling (he disc and propelling (he machine
but M can be roughly eslima(ed

Windinilling power was not measured,

(he bel( and chain drive to the wheel probably dissipaied

about 10'' of the available power, while the track drive system may have accounled (or
another lO1-'. Thus process specrlic enerey values ought to be 20'' or more lower than the
values given above lor overall specific eneigy.
A dmiensionless performance index lor the cutting process can be obtained by normali/ing specific energy with respect to (he uniaxial compiessive strength ol (he maleiial being
cut (Mellor l<)72). Taking average values ol bulk compiessive strength as 1500 and 1000
Ibf/in.' lor (he gravel and sill respeciivcly. and taking esinnaleJ values of net process
specific energy, die performance indices for die ll>7? wheel aie 2.5 lor gravel and 1.4 lor

!(>
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MII Ilusc ate mil pailiculaiU tooil \atues, as \civ IIIKKIII lock drills i.aii ^'d down tti
ali.Hii 0 }. wliili- llic h-vi iiunlein luimcl hminf; niachttics I.;III achieve values as low as (I. I
uiulii ideal aindilnms Huvsevei. il slimdd he iecugiii/ed thai the value tnr lio/en ^'lavel
is deck ptive. in thai n leallv rejuesents a ceitain anumnt nl lock culling in nuitcnal thai
could have compiesstve sitenylli in the tan^c 15,(X)ütti 2(t.(MK) lbl/in.2

Once a leuhslK v aic ol speciln ener^v has been deieinnned tor a disi saw in a certain
kind ol inalcnal it .ci mes possihle to calculate the powei iiijinreinents tor .inv new saw
aller the iH'tlutnunce specit'ications have been decided. Ihe rei|mted powci issimplv the
specili: enctpv inulliplied bv the voluinettu cutting! rate.
Specific energ> for bulk e\ca%alioii
While the s|H'citii. eneij!\ h>r sawine .s no) outstandin^lv atttaclive. a saw has the
cap.nditv ol acluevinj.' imich hcttet specilk enei^v values I or ceii.iin iv pes ol hulk eviava11on It j saw is used to ml smi.iblv spaced parallel keits. the inleiveimii' iibs ol unviil
iiialenal san usualiv be broken oui with ahnosi neflipble enei^'v consiiiiiptioii, It the width
ol tin saw cut is vi and the center-lovenier spas inj1 ol Uvtiacent keits is If. the cites live
spealii. cnet^v lot bulk c\s aval ion / ^ iv lel.iied to the specilk enefcv tor saw me / v hv
' ■ ' s

M

'♦'

in VVIIKII the eneij/N leipilied toi hicaknu' oil I he niaut nb is nejlci led. I heie is. however.
.i praslkal litnil to It. as the umul rib has lo be sulluicntlv natrow to snap oil easilv and
lehablv at Us base I o help ilelernune an oplnnuin value ol U'. some model lesls were made
with lio/en silt Isei Appendix Bl. and il was decided lhal a workme value ol (li'
v ) ,/
II ? lould he adopted, where (/ is the depth ol the sawsul
lakirij' H 3 7 m and i/
'2 in as lepiesentalive values lot the I1'? < lesls. It' Id in
and el lee live values ol spec ills enerj'V Im hulk euavatlun / could theretoie have been

/

^

{
\l
I1».

v

I .ihIU' overall values ol /

s

based on ^ross machine power

/,

|-7

' 4" /

10'

h..h\ • III2 Ibl in

:

lo,vn;i./

/,.

|-^

' I h «

K)'

(JtS / |l)J Ibl in

:

lot w//

I'r'Hiw values based on net Olttlil^ power could he taken as about 20
above values

lowei than the

I hese values ol / ^ are talil> at 1 ras live, although lliev are not \ el competitive with the
best values ol speeilk ener^v that have been attained hv latre uppers worknij: in lavorable
i oiulilions.
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TOOTH AND WHEEL FORCES
Forces acting on individual culling teeth and on the cutting wheel as a whole have pre
viously been analyzed (Appendix A), and values for the Vernteer saw can be estimated
from the resulting equations.
Resulunl Ungential force acting on the rim of the dhc
Wheel torque can be estimated trom the shaft power and the :otaiional speed, and from
the torque a tangential nm force /-', can b.' obtained If shaft power is taken as HO - of the
rated power at the governed engine speet'. F, for a »heel speed of 44 rpm is 2070 Ibt
Tanfenlial tooth forces
The gr«» nm force A', is disinbuted among (he working cutting teeth according to the
lav out of the (eeih on the wheel and to the positions of individual teeth relative to the
work. The maximum time-averaged vaiue of the tangential tooth force./,
. is reached
as the individual tooth takes its deepest bite on exit from the work.* Neglecting differences
of loading between gauge cullers and center cutlers./,'
for Uie 1^73 wheel can be estimated as

/,'
= 0.1 Mh,t = 275 Ibf
' 'ma«

(ord/R
= 0.75
'

/.'

forJ/Af = 0.15.

= 0.33b f, = 6<J6lbl

It should he noted that tooth force increases as cutting depth decreases when full power
is being supplied to the wheel (/, has to be shared among fewer teeth at smaller cutting
depths), so that there is more danger of breaking teeth when the wheel is making shallo*
cuts t Caution might dictate a reduction of power when the saw is siimptng-in for the start
of a run.
Radial tooth forces

*

Within the normal range of operating conditions, the radial component of u oth force
can be taken as proportional to the tangential component at any given time. The ratio
of radial to tangential force components A is typically about I for a sharp new pick with
adequate relief angle, but it can rise to values as high as 4 when the pick has become bltmied
by wear.
Wheel axle forces
The axle forces on the wheel can be expressed as hon/ontal and vertical components
H and V respectively. For a given torque level, // and V depend on the ielative cutting depth
d/R and the tooth characteristic A. Some calculated values of// and I' for "upmilling" are
given in Table XI.

* Tiin«-*v«r*c*d vahiM ar« probibly rciliMic for i very cumplianl culling lyilcm. but with • "rigid'
tyiltai peak forcM could b« ■ImoM in order of magniiud« bighar tban ika maaa values.
t Thia aaauma« a compliant lyilem and Ibe potential to draw full torque.
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Table XI. tvtimated values of axle forces for various cutting conditions.
KtUmr

/....r/i
*>ij»/"if n

Ihm rHM$i»tU u
hurt: HItal p n i-

Dlin -IIIMH/CU

■ utnnt
Jrrth d H

fui,-." ^

cmnp •nrm 11 /•,

i <imp •nrm I / ,

irr/li ül funr

I In,

II!..,
1 ,

-><-

UMl

'('

/, - .vro
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o ■»<

1 0

1 34

0 O«*
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0 7*
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4 0
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0.5 1
1.7«

0 15

1 .0

0.57

7 2 Ml
2650

0 15
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1.4"*
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1 IMO
.»(»«O

0 15

4.0

:.35

,VJ4

4H70

h«*;!!

S**

2 7RO
4260

141
1100
.16«0

riu' iinpuiiani ihmp in imie here aio (lie change in telalivc impuilancc nl liori/imial
and verlical t'Kiupi»iienu with iiiiiiiij! depth, and the genctal increase ot torcc levels as. th"
hits wear. When cutting deep with wtun bits, the wheel has to exett a high dnwntlmisl.
and at the same time the tracks have to provide hinh horizontal force According to
Table X. track, slip occurred on some surfaces (snow-covered Ice) at a drawbar coclficienl
of OJK. Taking a somewhat simplistic approach and subtra' 'ing the vertical axle force V
from the vehicle weight to obtain an effective weight (i.e. neglecting the moment), this
means that with V - .Vi'X) Ibf the vehicle could reach the limit of its tractive thrust at
WH)0 Ibf. which is below the required hon/ontal thrust // = 7230 Ibf. Thus the tractive
capabilities of the vehicle could set a peiformance limit under some circumstances.
It might be noted that the operating practice of increasing wheel speed («electing luglIier
gear) to smooth out crkv cutting amounts to decreasing the value of /• at full engine
power, thereby lowering tooth and axle forces.

CONCLUSIONS
A large disc saw ol adequate strength and ngidiu is capable of cutting most types of
fro/en soils at reasonably high rate« when fitted with suitable teeth. Tins capability
could be useful where precise control of excavations is necessary or desirable. Some existing i inn lercial disc saws are satisfactory in general mechanical design, but the cutting teeth
normally fitted are unsuitable for work in coarse fro/en gravels, concrete with hard aggregate,
or other high strength materials. The latter problem has been fully overcome by developments at CRRI L. although further optiin:/alion seems possible. In terms of performance,
energetics and economics, development of disc saw attachments for engineer tractors might
be justifiable.
On the basis of tests performed so far, process specific energy for sawing is around 4 X
10 Ibf/in.1 for well-bonded coarse fro/en gravel,and around 1.5 X lO' Ibf/in.1 for wellbonded compact (ro/en silt. Overall specific energy based on gross power depends on the
details of machine design, but for a reasonably efficient machine using a mechanical transmission, overall values would probably be 107 to 20% higher than the numbers given above.
For bulk excavation by the kerf-andnh technique, effective specific energy can be reduced
appreciably. with a sawcut depth/width ratio of K, effective specific energy is lower than
the sawing energy by a factor of S.
1
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Ixisiing L'tinuneikal SJ^S arc capahle uf cutting slots U) in. m mxre deep at linear speeds
around 15 tt/nui) in t'ro/en sill, and around 5 to (> lt/inin in tro/en gravel. Per It »nuance
limits on cutting rate tend to be set hv force limitations rather than b\ power inadequacies,
and force levels are in turn strongly influenced by the design and condition of the culling
teeth. As the teeth are blunted by wear, the hon/onlal force requirements may exceed
the tractive capabilities of the carrier vehicle on certain kinds of running su.laces.
The standard cutting teeth used by all makers of commercial saws al the time ol the
CKRIL tests gave acceptable culling performance in terms of rate and specific energy, hut
their durability was judged to be completely unacceptable for work in fro/en gravel. Wear
rat * in well-bonded coarse fro/en gravel appeared to be equivalent to loss of a complete
set of teeth in 4(J ft1 of cutting. Modifications developed at ("RRI L during the course of
the test program produced a dramatic iiupruvemenl in cutler durahilit>. wear rale lot the
wheel dropping b> a factor greater than 10, «nd possibly by a factor ol 100, without arn
increase in i.ttl. This development, which might be considered the major achievement of
the project, brings cutter costs to a tolerable level, although culler cost could still dominate
the total machine operating cost for continuous working in coarse Iroien gravel
If necessary, disc saw attachments for military engineer tractors could be developed
Operating characteristics, power requirements, and force levels arc probably compatible
with an attachment mounting one or two discs and driving through a mechanical trans
mission from the power takeoff ol a crawler tractor that has hydraulic track drive.
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AFTENOIX A REPRINT OF CRREL TECHNICAL NOTE
"MECHANICS OF TRANSVERSE ROTATION CUTTING DEVICES"

The lollowing documem was produced dunng (lie i«>ur$e ol tests im disc saws and inillinp
drums in order to (acililale data analvsis and to provide a ulteine lor svstemaiu deüjin ol
new experiinenial machines

ll has now been superseded h> a more detailed and ciHiipre-

heiisive mechanical analysis, hut the latter is not >el read> lor puhticaiton. and theielore
the oripnal work is reprinted to illustrate the ihinkinf! (inderlymp the disc SJM fiioprani.
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MECHANICS OF TRANSVERSE-ROTATION CUTTING DEVICES
by
Malcolm Mellor

Introduction.

This note explores simple basic relationships for the

mechanics of rotary cutting devices that advance, or traverse, in a
direction that is normal to the axis of rotation.

The immediate

motivation for the work arises from interest in the design and operation
of disc saws and rotary excavators for cutting rock and frozen ground,
but the same principles apply to a wide range of cutting and milling
tools, including certain types of rotary snowplows.

The analysis does

not attempt to cover the mechanics of devices that advance in a direction
parallel to the axis of rotation, as in typical drills and full-face
tunnel boring machines.
In the first section, kinematic relations derived from tool geometry
and drum velocities are considered.
dynamic relations are derived.

In the second section some simple

In the third section some relevant energy

and power considerations are outlined.

»4

I.

KINEMATIC RELATIONS

Performance limits for rotary excavators and tunnel boring machines are
commonly set by dynamic or energetic limitations, but when such machines are
working in relatively weak materials it is quite possible for performance
limits to be set by kinematic factors.

For example, at a certain nine

visited by the writer a boring machine was achieving high driving rates in
a rather weak rock, but the cutters of the machine were suffering excessive
wear; a simple calculation showed that the inherent geometric limits of the
machine were being exceeded, and consequently the whole body of each cutter
was being forced into uncut rock.

The primary purpose of this section is to

examine kinematic relations and limits for transverse-rotation cutting
machines.

The secondary goal is to explore the effects of various tool

arrangements on the cutting process.
This analysis is applicable to machines that have a cutter drum, bucket
wheel, or disc saw that rotates about a horizontal axis set normal to the
direction of travel.

The direction of rotation is usually such that the

cutters move upward on the forward face of the drum.

In normal operation

the base of the drum is set at some fixed distance below base level of the
running wheels or tracks, and the machine travels forward as the drum rotatei
The first problem is to develop relationships between machine travel speed,
excavation r&te, drum speed, drum diameter, cutter height, cutter spacing,
and cutting depth.
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Chip thickness or "depth of bite"
Consider a cutting tool (drag bit) at position A In Figure 1.

The drum

Is rotating at f revolutions per unit time, and if there are n cutters
evenly spaced around the periphery at a given cross section, then the cutter
at A will be replaced by the following cutter at the same angular position
after a time interval of 1/fn.

The whole drum is moving forward horizontally

at velocity U, and therefore in the time interval 1/fn it will move a
horizontal distance U/fn.

Thus a cutter newly arriving at A will extend Into

uncut material a horizontal distance U/fn.

The radial penetration into uncut

material, i.e. the theoretical radial chip thickness /, is
-J? -

7in

sin 9

(1)

and the maximum value of chip thickness for a given set of drum conditions is
7
sin emav
*/ mflv
max - 1L
max
fn

■

1L
- d/R)7f
fn sin /cos'^l
]
U_
d /2R
j^ \

"

fn ' R \d

j

(2)

where d is cutting depth and R is overal drum radius (measured to cutter
tips).*
In practice, maximum chipping depth C

is limited geometrically by

the projecting length of the cutters (from the drum face or from broad shanks)
*

This is really a simplification for a rapidly rotating multi-cutter drum.
A more exact analysis is obtained from consideration of tooth trajectories.

by the radial extent of carbide tips or hardfaclng, or by some similar
factor.

If the maximum working extent of the cutting tool in the radial

direction is h, then a kinematic limit is set by the condition

^max

<

h

?

h

i.e.

or
h

uf^ sln
. \cos
rcos -i
sln
IK
\
"
*-

^ U'

d

/ZR

' '"
f^ ' R' AT

(1 - d/R)(
)

(3)

•iV
'

V

Condition (3) is shown in dimensionlcss form in Figure 2, where J

max

is plotted against d/R with (U/fnh) as parameter.

/h

Since in normal practice

d/R < 1.0, it can be seen that the kinematic limit for machine performance
is only likely to be reached when U/fnh > 1.0.

For example, if a machine

Is being run with its drum set to a cutting depth equal to 25% of the drum
diameter, d/R » 0.5 and from condition (3) the limiting value of U/fnh (for
^max/h "

1 0)

-

ls

1 15

-

-

If

f

''
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rev/min, n - 24 tracking cutters, h - 0.1 ft,

the limit of forward speed set by kinematic factors is 83 ft/min.
For one machine of current interest (the UMM Mark III planer) the
following values might apply:

f
- 90 rev/min, R ■ 19.9 in., ü
»9 in.,
max
max

n ■ 3, h^-j. " 0,5 in. or 1.0 in.

(depending or. the cutters used).

Tht.s, if

there is adequate drum power, the maximum forward speed at maximum -utting
depth is 16 ft/min or 32 ft/min, depending on which cutters are used.

Excavation rate as a function of cutting depth
It Is also Interesting to consider the relation between maximum excavation
rate and cutting depth.
^

Excavation rate per unit drum width, V, is
-

U d

(4)

The maximum excavation rate at any given cutting depth is given in dimensionless form by

ivi - /-JL-\
[f n v,-

ma3t

d
^

i

d

sin (cos"1 (1 - d/R)]

R
(5)

where V. is the volumetric excavation /ate at d ■ R.

Eq (5) is plotted in

Figure 3.

Lateral tool settings
On wide cutter drums, the teeth arc not usually set in straight lines
along generators like the vanes of a paddle wheel, but instead they are set
in helical patterns.

One important reason for this is that serious vibrations

would be set up by simultaneous impact of a row of teeth.

It can also be seen

from a coi.'^deration of tooth trajectories that vibrations are caused by
intermittent action.

Another reason is that helical setting can provide

scrolls for lateral transport of cuttings.

However, from the standpoint of

cutting efficiency it seems that one of the most important reasons for
staggering the teeth is formation of an extra free face for breakage.

.IN

Suppose chat m teeth are spaced uniformly across the width of a drum
along one single wrap helix, and assune that the effective cutting width
of one tooth is 1/m times the drum width.

Since each tooth lags behind

its neighbor, and the drum is moving forward horizontally, the face of the
cut will be stepped, with m-1 "steps," or new free faces, in the vertical
plane and along the direction of travel.

If there is more than one single

wrap helix on the drum, the first steps cut by one helix will be chipped
away by the following helix while the last steps are still being cut, and
thus the number of steps in existence at any given instant will be less
than m-1.
The time interval tj between successive passes of tracking cutters
through a given angular position 0 is:
t1

-

1/fn

(6)

(note chat n can now be identified with the number of helices).

The time

interval t2 between passes of diagonally adjacent teeth through angular
position 9 is:
_E_
2>rRf

2

. 3 tanoc
2nRf

(7)

where p is the peripheral distance between diagonally adjacent teeth, s is
the lateral spacing between teeth, and OC is the helix angle (measured from
a generator of the drum surface).

If tj^ ■ t2, no step will be formed; in

general, the number of steps in existence at any given time, N, is;

N

-

t./t - 1
1 2

-

2y
* -- - i
ns tanoc

(8)

A fractional step means one smaller Chan the full step depth for a single
helix, while a negative result means that the steps form in the opposite
direction from the steps formed by a single helix.

If the helices are

"single wrap," i.e. each helix makes one complete revolution in the width
of the drum, then
(m - 1) s tan oc ^r IfTK

(9)

and
N

^ iSllll
n

(10)

More generally, if each helix makes M revolutions in the width of the drum
N «a* iSlil
Mn

(ID

The approximation in these equalities relates to the exact disposition of
the outermost cutters.
It seems Important to design the drum so that there is always at least
one full step In the positive or negative direction, I.e. so that

1

Mn
or

(12)
2 R
ns tan

^

1

If one or more steps are formed, the radial height of the step between
the tracks of diagonally adjacent cutters jr

S9 - urn
sy i

tanOC sin 0

Is
(13)

Ill

It is probabiv dosirabK' to havi

thi stip height at least equal to

the chipping depth lor the following tool (as given by eq, 1), i.e.

or
s

tan

"

^

^

1

(14)

or
**.
m

>

1

It is also likely that there is an optimum ratio of step height to
step width (step width Is the effective cutting width for one tool, assumed
lure to be equal to the lateral tool spacing s).

However, while step width

is a constant for a given drum, step height varies with angular position of
tlie tool, so that the ratio must vary from zero at 9
at tf ■ cos"

(I - d/R).

0 to a maximum value

Since brittle materials tend to break Into equant

fragments, an intuitive guess might bi
equal to step width, i.e.

s

jr <t. s.

that step height should be approximately

This condition satisfies the requirement

for minimum specific surface is s Is allowed to vary (In the design stage)
so as to keep the swept volume for each tooth constant (the consideration
changes if s is fixed).
maximum values of Jr

If it is assumed that ^

m

A, and also that the

or >r should be greater than or equal to s, then eq.(2)

gives the condition
^
"r

U

~ sin fcos"1 (I - d/R)J
.,

s

<

.

fn ' R

A_

M

\d

/

(15)
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Comparing condition (15) with condition (3), and recognizing that it is
unlikely that h would be greater than s, it appears that compatibility is
most easily established by taking h ■ s (a result that can be deduced d'.rectly
from the assumption that step height equals step width).

Thus it seems that,

for a suitably designed drum, maximum traverse speed is also optimum traverse
speed for most efficient cutting, and tlu applicable criterion is

lLsl„p. (1.d/R)| .^.l(2i-)

i

(16)

Kq. (lb) is plotted in dimensionli ss form in Figure 4.
When cutting tools are arranged on a drum in helical patterns, one-way
wrapping of the helices will almost cirtainly give rise to a net lateral
force on the drum, and this will have to be resisted by the drum mountings
and the carrying machine.
entially on one side.

The cutting tools will also tend to wear prefer-

If there is a continuous web between pick boxes, the

lulicis will transport cuttings to one side of tfu drum and then will be
a concentration gradient across the widtli of the drum.

For all of these

nasons it seems desirable to consider setting the cutting tools in chevron
patterns, i.e. along two sets of helices wrapping in opposite directions
from the center section of the drum.

In this way there would be zero

lateral force, cutters could be interchanged periodically to balance the
wear, and material could be transported laterally over a shorter distance,
either to both sides of the drum or to the center.

Tooth trajectories
In calculating chipping depth as a function of angular position It Is
convenient to use an origin of coordinates that moves horizontally with the
wheel at velocity U.

If the trajectory of each tooth relative to the rock

Is of Interest, then the origin must be fixed relative to the rock.
Consider the motion of a single tooth after It enters the work at a
point directly beneath the axle of the wheel.

Take as origin the point on

the rock where the tooth starts Its sweep through the work.

After the wheel

has rotated through an angular distance 9, the tooth has progressed vertically
through a distance R(l-cos 8), and has progressed horizontally a distance
(U e/a»+ R sin 9), where

a-> (- ITTf) Is the angular velocity of the rotor.

If the upmllllng rotor Is more than axle deep In the work, I.e. d/R > 1 and
e > 90 , the value of R sin 9 decreases progressively as 9 Increases In the
second quadrant.

Horizontal extent of the tooth trajectory reaches a maximum

when co? 9 ■ -\J/U>R, and the trajectory starts to loop back against the
machine's traverse direction when OJR cos 9 Is numerically greater than U.
If the wheel Is climb milling. I.e. rotating In the opposite sense to that
shown In Fig. 1, and d/R < 1, then the tooth trajectory Is the same as the
last part of the trajectory for an upmllllng rotor with d/R • 2 (slot milling);
if the point of exit Is taken as origin, the upmllllng expressions hold with
(180° - 9) substituted for 9.

The equation of the locus for the tooth tip

on an upmilllog rotor (taking point of entry as origin) is
x

-

I) 9
—

y

-

R(l - cos 9)

"»• R »In 9

]
;

(17)
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Flg. 5 shows tooth trajectories for a range of values of U/2 fffK, for
both upmilling and climb milling.

When the value of U/2/rf is high, the tooti'

tends to make a long forward sweep, but when U/2/Tf is small the tooth comes
close to sweeping through a circular arc.

Typical values of V/lT^fK for

rock-cutting machines are In the range 0.01 to 0.1, so that the tooth sweep
is almost circular.
If ömax ^ 2 5T/n a complete tooth trajectory can be traced out by a
working cut, but if Ömax <1 2 W/n the trace left by one tooth is being cut by
the next tooth before the complete sweep is finished.

It is easy to see that

serious vibrations would be set up with Qmax ^■2/r/n if some damping arrangements were not made.

Probably the simplest way of smoothing out these potential

vibrations is to set laterally adjacent cutters along helical paths.
Tooth relief angles
When a tooth is cutting the surface left by the previous tooth pass it
follows a path that is not perfectly parallel with the surface to be cut.
This effect can be seen by taking two :! icntical tooth trajectories from Fig. 5
and setting them apart by a horizontal distance equivalent to the horizontal
travel of the machine in the time taken for successive passes of tracking
teeth through the same angular position.

*

If the shoulder of the cutting

tool behind the cutting edge is exactly tangential, it will grind against
uncut material and impede penetration of the cutting edge.

*

Thus the shoulder

This exercise illustrates a theoretical shortcoming of cq (1), as it shows
that Vis finite at 9 = 0 and e - 180°.
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behind the cutting edge is usually cut back to give a relief angle, or
clearance angle, that keeps it clear of uncut material.
The minimum or theoretical relief angle ß is given by the difference
between the slope of the tooth trajectory and the slope of the tangent to
the rotor.

The slope of the tooth trajectory is obtained from eq. (17):

äi

sin

.

dx

U/R^

g

(18)

+ cos 9

and therefore
=

w - ran

-

sin ö
U/ROJ + cos e

——

(19)

The critical value of 6 where /? reaches its maximum value for the swing,
given by

b/4l<$6

"

0

. is cos

and is never reached when d ^1 R.
at 0

(-L'/Rk)).

This is in the second quadrant,

If d ^.R, the maximum value of /> occurs

, i.e. 9 ■ cos" (1 - d/R).

The following are maximum values of /*f :

Maximum for complete 180° cut
/? " cos'1 (-U/RO)) -/7'/2
/, f
sin 9max
= ö
- tan" [,, /D . . .
T
max
lU/R6t>-»- cos 0

(20a)
~\
I (20b)

in which eraax - cos'1 (I - d/R)
An example can be worked for the cutting drum considered in the discussion
of chipr thickness, i.e. taking0 f - 90 rev/min, R - 19.9 in. , d
and L' ■ 32 ft/min.

max

"9 in.,

With these values the minimum required clearance angle

is 1.6°, to which should be added a further allowance for irregular chipping
and intermittent tooth penetration.
clearance angle.

The machine is actually built with a 1\
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II.

SIMPLE DYNAMIC RELATIONS

In the preceding section, kinematic relations pertaining to design and
operation of drum cutters and disc saws were developed.

It is also important

to consider the dynamics of these rotary tools, since tool force usually
sets the upper limit for the strength of material that can be cut economically.
Instrumentation of cutting teeth to provide force data is awkward and expensive,
since some telemetry is usually required.

However, a few useful relations can

be developed from very simple dynamic considerations.
Torque Resistance
The main requirement is for estimates of time-averaged tool forces,
and their variation with cutting depth, tooth spacing, etc.

Other require-

ments include investigation of the forces acting on the axle of the drum or
wheel.
The torque of a wheel or drum has an upper limit, the stall torque, T m a x ,
which may be preset by some torque-limiting device on the machine.
absolute upper limit of T

x

The

is set by the peak power of the drive, P max »

and the agular velocity of the wheel or drum,
X
max

« JEM
CO

(21)

T
can also be expressed in terms of the maximum time-averaged value of
max

*

A paper on the cutting of rock or frozen soil with disc saws has been
published by Nalezny (1971), but since its results are based on unconfirmed
assumptions concerning the fundamental cutting mechanism a simpler approach
is followed here.
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the resultant tangential force acting on the active segment of the periphery
of the wheel or drum (Ft):
T
max

-

F

t

R

(22)

where R is the radius of the wheel or drum (see Flg.I-1).

Hence, Ft can be

written as:
r

«

t

KP
max

KP
max_

co R

2rrN R

A-JV

v

where N is the wheel or drum speed in revolutions per unit time and K is a
factor which gives the percentage of peak power at which stall occurs.
To get an ideas of actual magnitudes, calculations can be made for some
machines that have been used in recent tests.

For the Vermecr saw, P

max

can be taken as 78 horsepower, N as 20 rev/min (3rd gear), and R as 3.5 ft.
For purposes of illustration, K can be taken as 0.6, i.e. stall at 60% of
installed power, since some of the installed power is used for vehicle
propulsion and there are losses in drive trains.

Thus,

4
F

1

0.6 x 78 x 3.3 x 10
2 yr x 20 x 3.5

. 3,510 Ibf

On some tests of the UMM Mark HI planer, limiting drum torque was measured
from the hydraulic circuits as 9,400 Ibf-ft with a drum of 1.64 ft radius.
This indicates a value of Ft - 5,730 Ibf.
The next step Is to estimate how Ft is shared among the teeth that are
cutting.
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Tooth Forces and Axle Forces
As a first approximation, assume that the active teeth are all equally
loaded, i.e. the tangential loading of each tooth remains constant throughout
its active sweep.

The length of the active perimeter that is involved in

cutting, S, is determined by the drum radius R and the cutting depth d:

S

-

R cos"1 (1 - d/R)

(24)

If all active teeth are equally loaded, the distribution of Ft over the
active segment is
K P

F .
It
S

max

2

2>rN R

(25)

cos-1 (1 - d/R)

If there are n tracking cutters on the drum or wheel, and tangential force
is uniformly distributed across the width, the maximum value of the tineaveraged tangential force per cutter, ft, is

ff

c

■

2

^■Ft

m n cos

-1

KP

. max

(1 - d/R)

m n R N cos-1 (1 - d/R)

.,,.
(26)

where m is the number of rings of tracking cutters set across the width
of the drum or wheel (i.e. mn is usually equal to the total number of useful
cutters on the srum or wheel).

There is a restriction on eq. (26) for wide

cutter spacing and shallow cutting depth, i.e. 2/T/mn ^ cos
From eq.

(1 - d/R).

(26) it can be seen that the peak (stall) load per cutter

decreases as the cutting depth increases, and also decreases as the number
of cutters on the wheel or drum increases.

Actually, it is somewhat

unrealistic to assume that all cutters are uniformly loaded, but the resulting
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calculation is so simple that it provides a reliable estimate of the general
magnitude of tooth forces.

The next step in calculation is to account for

systematic variation of tangential tooth for :e through the length of the
working stroke.
For the second approximation, ignore the high frequency repetitive
force fluctuations that correspond to discrete chipping stages in the cutting
sequence, and consider only the systematic variation of tangential force
with position in the active sector.

It will be assumed that tangential tooth

force is directly proportional to chip thickness at any given cutting stage.
Since there is virtually no radial, or normal, stress on the uncut material,
this is equivalent to assuming that the area of shear surface for each chip
is proportional to chip thickness, which is merely an expression of geometric
similitude for a two-dimensional situation.

The assumption is supported by

tost data by Barker (1964), who tested full size picks in sandstone.
In the preceding section, where kinematic relations were analyzed, it
was shown that an "upcutting" wheel or drum takes a bite that increases the
chip thickness from zero at point of entry to a maximum at point of exit
(provided that cutting depth is less than the wheel radius, as is usually
the case).

Thus, under the current assumption, tangential tooth force f

would vary from zero at point of entry to a maximum at point of exit, with
f£' proportional to sin Q at intervening positions.

When tangential force

is averaged across the width of the drum or wheel, tangential force per unit
angle, pt, is proportional to sin 9, and the proportionality constant is
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p

/sin ömax . The value of p..
can be determined by integrating p,.t with
Mnax
Tnax
respect to 0 from 0 to ©„«jj and setting the result equal to Ft:
/»max

F
t "

tmax

J

™* I

/Sin g

P

8ln

8ln e

-JSSf
(1 - cos emax)
sin e
max

-

^
p.
(2R/d - l)'%
,ax
^

(27)

In considering the distribution of pt among the cutting teeth, the tooth
pattern has to be taken into account.

If adjacent rings of tracking cutters

are staggered relative to each other, they can be considered as equivalent
to a single tracking ring provided that there is uniform angular spacing
between the teeth.

Rings of tracking cutters that run parallel with

synchronous teelh (i.e. teeth in different rings lie along coainon generators)
can be assumed to share the tangential force equally.

For these reaso. s,

Ft is assumed to be partitioned between m' equivalent rings of parallel
cutters, where m* is an integer representing the number of lateral repetitions
of synchronous teeth.

If there are n cutters in each equivalent ring, one

cutter accounts for an angular distance of 2 tf/n, and the maximum value of
f ' is achieved during the final cut from (©„,„ - Ztf/n) to 6,,,^:
J?max
^ax " m'sin^SL

J

sin 9 de - ^x T

^

(cos

2w/n.1)+sin2Wnl

<W2y/n)
• jjf

(R/d - l)(cos2Wn-l) + (2R/d-l)^ sin2Wn |

(28)

Eq. (28) can only be applied when Gmav, >-2Wn, i.e. when d/R :> (1 - cos27#n).
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This is because the equation does not account for intermittent tooth contact.
Figure 6 gives the trends of eq.

(28) in dimensionless form.

Even before any numerical results are calculated, eq. (26) and eq. (28)
have some interesting implications.

Of particular interest is the indication

that teeth are most vulnerable at shallow cutting depths, where the entire
stall torque can be thrown on to one tooth if the material being worked is
sufficiently resistant.

By contrast, when the drum or wheel is cutting deep,

the- torque resistance is shared by many teeth.

This is perhaps only a common-

sense deduction, but it does conflict with the intuition of some equipment
operators, who are afraid that deep cutting will be more likely to damage
the equipment.

While there could be other practical considerations, such as

bearing problems or drive-train weaknesses, practical experience tends to
support the view that cutting teeth are most vulnerable in shallow cuts
(in tests with the Vermeer saw, tooth breakage was most severe in the shallowest
cut).

The practical lesson is that a drum or wheel working in strong material

should "sump-in" under reduced power;

full power can be applied when the wheel

has been sunk to adequate depth.
Actual tooth loadings depend on the resistance of the material, the
radius of the drum, the cutting depth, and the number of teeth.
of relative magnitudes can be gained from Figure 6 .

Some idea

To get some idea of

absolute values, assume that a disc saw of 3.5 ft radius has 100 teeth
arranged in a staggered pattern that effectively forms a single ring (m* ■ 1).
If the saw is cutting at 6 in. depth, R/d = 7 and so the maximum tangential
force on a tooth, f,.'
, is 21.57, of the tangential stall force, F,.,
which
L
Hnax
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might be about 3500 Ibf for a saw like the Vermeer.

Thus f'
could be
Tnax

about 750 Ibf.
As another refinement to the analysis, it would be desirable to consider
the high frequency force fluctuations that occur as discrete chips are
formed in brittle material.

Barker (1964) looked at this question experi-

mentally, and found that when cutting sandstone at constant chipping depth
with heavy picks the ratio of peak tangential force to mean tangential force
had values of 6.2 and 7.7 for two different pick designs.

Thus, in the

num^ericai example given above, the transient peak force reached during chipping
pulsations might be about 7 times higher than the mean maximum value, i.e. the
absolute peak force could be 5250 Ibf.
Other forces that are of interest are the radial components of tooth
forces, and the horizontal and vertical components of the force on the axle
of the wheel or dru«.

To make a simple investigation of these forces,

another assumption is introduced.

This new assumption is that the ratio of

radial and tangential components of tooth force remains constant throughout
the working stroke, i.e. the ratio is independent of chip depth for the range
of chip depths considered.

From the results of Barker (1964), this assumption

appears to be justified for chip depths up to 0.5 in. when V-face picks and
chisel picks are cutting rock.
On each angular increment of the cutting perimeter there acts a force
that can be resolved tangentially and radially and expressed as:
Tangential

pt do

-

K, sin© de

Radial

pr de

-

i^ sine de

")
>
J

(29)

S1

where K^ ■ pj.

/sin 9max. and K2/K^ is the ratio of radial to tangential
UlaX

force.

The incremental forces can also be resolved horizontally and

vertically and sunned to give the horizontal and vertical components of the
force on the axle of the wheel or drum:

rmax

H

-

f
l

(K^inöcose + K2 sin2©) de

0

(20)
a

max
(«K^sin2© + K2sinöcose) de

Evaluating the Integrals, substituting for K, from eq, (27), and denoting
KJ/KJ

by K3:
H

-

j-

|2 - d/R + K3 I

em - K3(l-d/R)(2R/d-l)'
(31)

V

in which e

-

^

|(l-d/R)(2R/d-l)' - I

■ cos" (1-d/R).

em + K3 (2-d/R)l

The trends of eq. (31) are shown in Figure 7

for two different values of K,.
It appears that for an upmilling wheel or drum the horizontal axle force
H varies within fairly narrow limits as d/R varies.

The vertical axle force

V decreases continuously as cutting depth Increases, and It becomes negative
when a certain cutting depth is reached.

This is a very interesting feature,

as it means that, for a given value of Kj, there is a value of d/R at which
no vertical thrust or reaction is required.

It might be mentioned that in
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some tests with the UMM Mark III Planer, the operator reported that he had
reversed thrust on the vertical travel actuators when the 19.5 in. diameter
drum '.as set at a depth of 9 in. (i.e. d/R - 0.46).
Foe a wheel or drum that is climb milling, the horizontal force is a
forward driving force rather than a resistance when d/R is less than about
0.64.

At greater drum depths the horizontal force is a resistance to

forward motion.

In climb milling the vertical force is always positive,

and comparable in magnitude to the horizontal forces that are experienced
in upmilllng.
According to the assumptions made here, the time-averaged values of
radial tooth forces are proportional to the corresponding tangential forces,
1C being the proportionality constant.

Barker (1964) measured peak radial

forces relative to time-averaged radial forces, finding ratios of 4.7 and
6.2 for different pick designs.
The tooth force calculations for the disc saw example considered in the
discussion of tangential tooth forces can now be completed.

If the maximum

value of time-averaged tangential force is 750 Ibf, the corresponding radial
component is K, x 750 Ibf, where K-, might have values between 0.7 and 1.0.
Taking 5.5 as the ratio of peak fluctuating force to time-averaged force
for the radial direction, the absolute peak values for radial force would
be K3 x 5.5 x 750 Ibf, I.e. K-j x 4125 Ibf.

The time-averaged resultant force

is 1060 Ibf for K3 - 1, and 915 Ibf for K3 - 0.7.

*

The absolute peak resultant

Due to a difference in terminology, these were called normal forces in
Barker's paper.

force is 6680 Ibf for K

- 1, and 5990 Ibf for K3 - 0.7, assuming that peak

values of radial and tangential components coincide.

These are very substantial

forces, but they are well within the range of forces that heavy picks withstood during Barker's experiments.
The value of the horizontal force H is important in determining the
traction requirements for the carrier vehicle.

On a firm surface, where

the tracks or wheels of the carrier vehicle do not sink appreciably, most
of the external tractive resistance is imposed by the cutter unit.

According

to the analysis made here, the maximum horizontal cutter resistance for a
machine like the Venneer T-600 might be around 5000 Ibi (assuming stall at
60J4 of installed power).

This machine weighs nearly 17,000 Ibf, and on

favorable ground (firm but penetrable by grousers) it might have a maximum
drawbar coefficient of about 0.4, i.e. it might be able to overcome a
horizontal resistance of 6800 Ibf.

However, on icy, muddy, or other unfavor-

able surfaces the drawbar coefficient would drop considerably, and performance
would then necessarily be limited by vehicle traction.

This kind of problem

is likely to be more acute with carriers that run on wheels rather than
tracks.

^s

III.

ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS

Power Distribution
A rotary cutter such as a disc saw or a milling drum consumes energy
in overcoming torque resistance, and the power required to supply this
energy, PR, is
PR

-

TU>

FtRUJ -

-

2rrNR Ft

-

UR Ft

(32)

where T is the torque on the wheel or drum, CO is angular velocity, R is
the radius of drum or wheel, N is the number of revolutions per unit time,
F

is the resultant tangential force on the perimeter of the wheel or drum,

and UR is linear tool speed.

If there is an independent drive on the wheel

or drum, PR can be measured or estimated from the power of the drive.
Energy is also required to move the rotary unit forward horizontally
against a resistance.
PH

-

The power required to furnish this energy. P.., is
H UH

=

L^ Ft 0(d/R)

(33)

where H, the horizontal resistance, is the horizontal component of force
acting oi the axle of the wheel or drum, Ü.. is the horizontal advance speed
of the machine.

In the previous ..cction it was shown that H ■ Ft (8(d/R),

and the function 0(d/R) was derived and plotted.
It is interesting to know how power is partitioned between the rotary
drive and the horizontal thrust:

PH/PD
n R

-

U
H
—
u

0(d/R)

(34)
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Values of 0(d/R) are given in Fig. 7 of Section II; representative values
for d/R < I might lie in the range 1.15 to

1.35A

Tool speed UR is typically

in the range 300 to 900 ft/min for drag bits, while traverse speed Uu is
typically in the range 2 to 20 ft/min.

Thus ?„ is likely to be less than
n

n of pp.
There are other resistance forces thix have to be overcome by the
carrier vehicle, whether the rotary unit is cutting or not.

The first is

the internal rolling resistance of the vehicle, i.e. the resistance that
would be measured in towing the vehicle on a hard surface.

For a tracked

vehicle in ordinary working condition (some dirt in the tracks), a resistance
coefficient of 0.1 is probably realistic, while for a wheeled vel icle the
c orresponding value is probably about 0.02.

The power needed to meet this

resistance, P,, is
Pl

'

Cr W UH

(35)

where Cr is the resistance and W is the gross weight of the vehicle.

For a

17,000 Ibf weight tracked vehicle traveling at 20 ft/min, 1 horsepower is
needed to overcome the rolling resistance, and thi

is not likely to be much

over 17o of the installed power.
If the vehicle carrying the rotary unit has to climb, or to overcome
slnkage resistance in soft ground, then additional power dem&nds are made.
The power required for slope climbing can be calculated by substituting
Into Eq.

(35) the sine of the slope angle for Cr.

For the example just

worked, the same result would be given by having thr machine climb a 6°
slope.
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The effective resistance created by soft ground is much more variable and
complicated to assess, but if cutting equipment is being used on the surface
layers it seems reasonable to assume that the ground will be firm.
Efficiency
The specific energy of a rotary cutting unit, E , can be expressed as
the energy used to cut unit volume of material, which is equivalent to
power consumption P« divided by volumetric excavation V:
Es

-

^
V

(36)

3
When consistent units are adopted, e.g. PR in ft-lbf/min and V in ft /min,
the resulting value of Es has the dimension of a stress, e.g. ft-lbf/ft

■ Ibf/ft^

It is to be expected that Es will vary with the properties of the material
that is being cut, and some method for taking account of material properties
is required.

In the fields of rock drilling and tunnel boring it has been

found that there is a good correlation between specific energy consumption
for a given cutting process and the uniaxial compressive strength of the
material being cut, and so there has arisen a practice of normalizing
specific energy with respect to compressive strength.
L-mpirical procedure has been given by Mellor (1972).
performance index I

A rationale for this
Thus a dimensionless

can be expressed as

Ip - Vo^
where C

is the uniaxial strength of the material being cut.

(37)
It should be
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understood that I

is not a highly qxact number that can be used for close

critical comparisons of machines and processes, but rather a broad index
that is useful in making performance estimates and general comparisons.
Low values of 1
piocess.
I

indicate high efficiency in a machine or a cutting

In rock drilling and in laboratory rock cutting tests, values of

of the order of 0.3 are regarded as very good.

Modern tunnel boring machines

sometimes achieve slightly better values that approach 0.1.
Some care has to be taken in calculating and interpreting values of I .
In eq. (36), only P^ is used as input power, whereas P^ should also be used
for an exact calculation or in cases where high traverse rates prevail.
Sometimes,values of Es are calculated on the basis of total machine power
rather than power utilized for cutting, and this inflates the values of Es
and I .

Major problems can arise if inappropriate values are taken for CT .

Poor testing technique and inadequate sampling procedures often result in
incorrect values foro".«

Furthermore, the bulk strength of some materials

is an unsuitable strength index; e.g. when small cutters are working in a
coarse conglomerate they tend to be affected more by the strength of the
cobbles than the overall strength of the rock, which may be only weakly
cemented.

«w
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Figure 2. Dimenaionless plot of chipping depth as a
function of drum depth.
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Figure 3.

Dimensionless plot of maximum excavation
rate as a function of drum depth.
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Figure 4. Dimensionless plot giving optimum ratio of
traverse speed to drum speed as a function of drum depth.
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Figure i>.
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Tooth-tip trajeatoriea for upmilling and
climb milling rotors.
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Figure 6. Dimensionless plot of maximum tangential
tooth force as a function of drum depth.

I

Figure

7. Dimensionless
plot of horizontal
and
vertical
components of axle force.
A - Upmilling,
K3 = 1.0, H/Ft
B - Upmilling,
= 1.0, V/F-f.
C - Upmilling,
= 0.7, H/Ft
D - Upmilling,
K3 = 0.7, V/F-t
E - Climb milling,
K3 = 1.0, H/Ft
F - Climb milling,
K3 = 1.0, V/F-t
G - Climb milling,
K3 = 0.7, H/Ft
H - Climb milling,
K3 = 0.7, V/Ft
H is positive
when thrust applied by machine is
in direction
of travel.
V is positive
when thrust
applied by machine ie downward.
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APPENDIX B

MODEL TESTS ON KERF-AND-RIB EX( AVATION

Theic ate a numhct nl nik-oltliiinih jjuidcs covering (he dcplh and spacing of adjacent
cuts vdicn ki'il-and-nh hteakagi' is homg used in mck. hm sottif simple model lesls were
nude in urdir In check llie icqiined peomelrv
Pie models were nude hs casiuif; blocks ol lio/en sill in inoiild boxes, usmj: spacer
stups to lomi slols at vanous spacings. The silt was compacted bN vibration while still drv.
distilled water was added to bring it to saturation water content, and the block was tio/en
at

10 (

I acli ol the slots was .^ in. deep and 0 n^ m wide.giMiiga I 10 scale model ol

a tvpical sawcui

Kibs between the slots had widths of 1.(1. 1.5. 2.0and 3.0 tit

were broughi lenipoianlv »o
cooled slowl> back to

ThebliH.ks

ü

| ( in relax am possible Iree/mg siiains. and were then

lOi lor testing

I JJI rib was broken b\ applving an impulsive force along one lop edge in a direction
approviiiuieK parallel to the suilace plane. A strip of aliimiiiuni. Ü.5 in. X } in. in cross
section, was set in conlacl with the edge ol the rib, and the mid-point ol the ahiminum hai
was then struck b> a swinging hammer.
MM;

10- and I.Vtii. wule ribs broke corisisientlv at the base

The 10-m -wide ribs some-

imies .Moke at the bas., but sometimes broke alone planes inclined up Irom the base. The
3III

wide ribs nev.i biokc cleanlv at the base.

These .r'.de tests indicated that a width/depth ratio ol 0.5 was about the maximum
value lo mnsisienl buakage along the base ol the lib.

